‘Be the 4’ when using the iPad

Be Responsible
I will only use my school email account
I will bring my iPad fully charged everyday with sufficient storage space
I will always know where my iPad is and make sure that it is secure
I will always tell the teacher if something is wrong
I will not alter the settings on my iPad

Be Respectful
I will only use respectful language and images
I will always ask permission before photographing, recording or filming
I will always respect the SFX Acceptable Use policy & report inappropriate use
I will always only touch my own iPad

Be Safe
I will not share my full name, address, phone number, passwords or my plans online
I will not know the parental restrictions or the Apple ID passwords
I will only share my passwords with my parents and teacher

Be a Learner
I will always be on task when using the iPad
I will only use approved forms of social media
I will only use apps and programs my teacher instructs me to use
I will not browse unrelated web pages